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NEWS IN V6.15
NEW FEATURES
 » New languages added to translation tool
 » New financial category filter
 » Embedded tagging now in XRY reports
 » Old XAMN case conversion

IMPROVEMENTS
 » More offline maps added
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NEW LANGUAGES ADDED TO 
TRANSLATION TOOL
In v6.15 XAMN we have added Finnish, Dutch & Swedish 
language packs to the offline translation tool. This 
tool allows users to automatically translate text from a 
foreign language into their local languages without the 
need for an internet connection.

SUPPORT FOR NEW 
FINANCIAL CATEGORY

XAMN v6.15 now supports 
the new finance category 

introduced in XRY v6.15 to 
display financial information 

as a separate filter criteria 
for investigations.

TAGGING EMBEDDED INTO XRY REPORTS
The Tagging feature within XRY has been enhanced so that Tags 
are now embedded into the core XRY reports rather than just 
the XAMN case file. This will allow the review of Tags within the 
entire range of MSAB products: XRY, Viewer & XAMN.

OLD XAMN CASE CONVERSION
XAMN case files created with v6.14 or less will now be 
automatically converted in v6.15 to allow for the embedding 
of Tags into XRY reports. Just open an older case file in XAMN 
v6.15 and the software will be able to automatically convert the 
case to the latest format for your analysis.

OFFLINE MAPS — MORE MAP PACKS ADDED
XAMN v6.15 now has 98 different offline map packs 
available to users with an offline maps license. These 
vectorised maps can be downloaded and installed into 
XAMN so users can review Geographical data without the 
need to go online. Map packs for Afghanistan to Uzbekistan 
are now available for customers.

The Conversation view in XAMN v6.15 is incredibly powerful compared 
to other analysis tools on the market. Why is it superior? Because 
it’s much more than a simple message thread you would see on a 
smartphone, which is what is offered by other solutions.

In XAMN you get an ‘intelligent’ Conversation View, capable of showing 
changes in the communication platform between parties. XAMN can 
show parties starting a conversation in WhatsApp, switching to email 
and then moving onto MMS. The entire conversation will be shown in 
chronological order throughout the exchange and doesn’t just stop 
when the parties switch medium.
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CONVERSATION VIEW  
— DID YOU KNOW?
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